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Lego hidden side sets ranked

(Pocket-fluff) - Lego Hidden Side is a series of Lego sets that, as the name suggests, have a hidden element to them. No, it's not a minifig hidden in a closet, but virtual ghosts and ghouls that are only revealed when viewed via your smartphone. That's right, Lego has embraced the world of augmented reality and created a series of sets
that come to life as long as you've got the right technology. The included app offers a variety of puzzles, the chance to see a virtual world, and when you can take the kit with you, the opportunity to continue playing on the go. There are two game modes, including Play as a Hunter mode, where the goal is to catch ghosts in competition
against other players either online or in the same room, and a Play as a Ghost mode (coming 2020), where children can join two other online ghost players with the aim of haunting LEGO Hidden Side sets and hiding from a player-led ghost hunter. Here we explore Lego's Hidden Side range, what's available, and show the best prices to
buy it. Legosquirrel_widget_172464All good ghostbusting stories have to have a laboratory where your distinguished professor can work from, and this is the starting point of the Hidden Side universe. Called J.B's Ghost Lab, it's an entry-level set that includes a few minifigs, a de-haunting chamber and symbolic pizza to munch on why
you're working out what to do next. LegoThis's simple building buggy features springs to give the vehicle extra bounce, a mutant two headed haunted minifig, and a gasoline pump to fill up with gas. Legosquirrel_widget_172463Set in the fictional town of Newbury, this set features a shrimp boat, canoe and ghost crocodile. The shrimp boat
divides in two and you get the two main characters in Hidden Side; Parker and Jack. In the augmented reality world, the boat floats on a lake. Legosquirrel_widget_172462This eerie set features a haunted tree and tomb that opens up to reveal a skeleton. In conjunction with the cemetery statues, new missions reveal in the app and with
removable arms the tree can also come to life. LegoHaunted trees have strong in the hidden side, and this set allows you to create the gateway to the Hidden Page with creepy pages to boot. Legosquirrel_widget_172461If cemeteries and shrimp boat wrecks are all reminiscent of 1980 horror movies on the Maine coast, then you can opt
for a more gasoline fueled experience with Stunt Truck. You actually get two vehicles in this set. A tricycle is the vehicle for a ghost, while the good guys can jump in the souped-up pickup truck complete with working cannon. Legosquirrel_widget_172460If you have a shrimp boat, use a shrimp hut to sell the catch. This set, which sits in
the middle of the Hidden Side series, has a diner where you can play the ghost-catching games found in the included AR app. LegoI 2019, El Fuego had a stunt car. In 2020, he'll have a Stunt Plane to steer. This 295 Lego piece set comes with three miniifigs, including El Fuego And the Spencer ghost dog. LegoNewbury may be set in the
countryside, but that hasn't stopped Lego from creating a city subway station for it, well we're not sure behind the logic either. Still, this Lego set comes complete with a haunted working minifig. Legosquirrel_widget_171550The most iconic Hidden Side set is the battle-ready school bus that features a slide-out ghost-hunting lab and a
variety of minifigs, including occupied road workers and their monster toilet. As with the other sets, there is a boss ghost to find and defeat, and when you are not playing with the AR app you will enjoy driving your minifigs to school, imaginary or not. Legosquirrel_widget_172458Hogwarts have a train, so why not Newbury High? This Us
express train sees the cab turning from innocent-looking trains to a glow in the dark monster train, but it also comes with a portable laboratory and mini platform waiting room to complete the set. But you'll need more Lego train tracks if you plan to take a trip anywhere. Legosquirrel_widget_172459The completely set hidden side range, this
haunted high school set features 1,474 pieces, seven minifigs and a miniature ghost dog. The set switches to a huge obsessed school with a flick of a few contacts and a pull of a few handles and will entertain both with and without apps. Look around the back at the find you find the school includes a hidden chamber, bus station out front,
computer lab, library, bathroom, chemistry room and bell tower. LegoAnother 2020 set, Haunted Fairground takes the premise that no horror story is truly complete without a clown, and that's exactly what this set delivers. It comes with fairground rides, five minifigs including for scary clowns to play with. LegoNew for 2020 and in
accordance with the sea theme; why are so many of the 1980s horror movies going on in Maine or on the northeast coast of America? The Lighthouse of Darkness is a 540 Lego piece set with a lighthousekeeper, pier and a skeleton in the closet. There is a jet-ski included, but you just need to know that this would and wrecked Shrimp
Boat set would make a perfect match. The new Legoland in New York will have an AR trick up its sleeve Writing by Stuart Miles. There are 17495 items in the Brickset database. Brickset members have written 36892 sets of reviews. 11236 members have logged in in the last 24 hours, 24327 in the last 7 days, 40196 in the last month.
1141 people have joined this week. There are now 221398 members. Between us we own 27,951,477 sets worth at least US$845,296,427 and contain 8,319,540,483 pieces. If you have LEGO news, new pictures or anything else to tell us about, please send us a message. If you have a lot to tell us, you can use this contact form. FAQ |
About Brickset | Privacy and cookies | Affiliate Marketing Disclosure | Site Map | Contact us LEGO, the LEGO logo, the minifigure and the brick and knob configurations are trademarks of LEGO ©2021 LEGO Group. Brickset, Brickset, The Brickset logo and all content not covered by the LEGO Group's copyright are, unless otherwise
stated, ©1997-2021 Brickset ltd. LEGO has unveiled its wave of LEGO Hidden Page 2020 sets that introduce further locations in its ghostly, mysterious city of Newbury. Following its successful debut earlier this year, LEGO's augmented reality theme will now feature six new sets for 2020, each highlighting new locations in Newbury,
including an eerie and mysterious Lighthouse of Darkness. The news came via the LEGO Newsroom, giving us a glimpse of what to expect from these new sets, along with some short descriptions for each of them, just don't mind the raw Google translation from German. This next wave of LEGO Hidden Page 2020 sets is slated to be
available from December 27, 2019. Welcome to the hidden page (70427) 189 pieces | $19.99 USD LEGO® Jack, Axel Chops, Scrimper and Waylon minifigures bring life to the creepy subway and ghost hunt with the free LEGO® Hidden Side ™ Augmented Reality App. These dark secrets come to light, and the children have to record it
with the ghost boss Lady E. Jack's Beach Buggy (70428) 170 pieces | $19.99 USD How to build and discover playful Jack's beach buggy with LEGO® Jack, Parker and Scott Francis minifigures, the two-headed ghost. With the free LEGO® Hidden Side ™ app, children can take ghosts, hunt tracks, and battle ghost boss Trucker Dale. El
Fuego's Stunt Plane (70429) 295 pieces | $29.99 USD Single player or multiplayer mode brings the propeller plane to life with LEGO® the El Fuego, Jack and Mary Breaksom minifigures. With the help of the free LEGO® Hidden Side ™ app kids bring out ghosts. At the end of the hunt for unforgettable ghosts and the search for hidden
clues, the battle against the ghost boss Harry Cane awaits! Newbury Subway (70430) 348 pieces | $29.99 USD Along with Jack, Parker and the traveling Pete Peterson, explore the interactive subway model for a stunning augmented reality experience. The free LEGO® Hidden Side ™ app turns the model into a mysterious portal and
awaits exciting adventures in a digital gaming world. Lighthouse of Darkness (70431) 540 pcs | $49.99 USD The Lighthouse of Darkness explores the interactive lighthouse model of Jack, Parker, a Skeleton, Jennie Napo and Claus Stormward. With the free LEGO® Hidden Side ™ App, the model comes alive and transforms into a digital
world full of ghosts, hidden clues and ghost boss Joe Ishmael. Haunted Fairground (70432) 466 pieces | $49.99 USD It haunts the fair! Along with the included LEGO® minifigures Jack, Parker, JB, Jimbo Loblo and Terry Top, the interactive coaster and fall tower models of Ghost Rummels can be seen. by Nikita P. on December 08, 2019
Categories: News Adding a little mystry to something adds more excitement, adrenaline rush, and a sense of fulfillment on discovery. LEGO, in accordance with its eerie spirit, also recognises this and, in awesome post, we cover the top 23 LEGO Hidden Page Sets. This is it! Last updated: December 20191. LEGO Newbury Haunted High
SchoolLEGO 70425 Newbury Haunted High School - This is one of the LEGO hidden side sets that you should consider having. It comes with 1474 pieces and 8 minifigures, as are Rose Davids, Jack Davids, Paola, Mr. Clarke, Parker L. Jackson, Dog and Wade. You will also see skeletons, spiders, bears, lampposts, furniture, bat and so
on. The building experience is fun as you can build your own high school, with even a bathroom present. It is great for all ages but would best suit those who are at least nine years old. Main drag: 1. Set number: 704252. Pieces: 14743. Minifigures: 84. Published: 20195. Buy online: Amazon2. LEGO Ghost Train ExpressLEGO 70424-1
Ghost Train Express - Want adventure in an action-packed creepy set? Look no further. You are going to track down ghosts and catch them with your tools. It comes with 698 pieces and six minifigures. You can have fun with Jack Davids, Chuck, Mr. Santos, Paul, and Professor JB. In this ghost train, a person who is at least 8 years old
can experience this haunted train that can be turned into a flying train. You can download its app and use it to track ghosts and get them caught. That's not all that you can also find boss ghost. Main drag: 1. Set number: 704242. Pieces: 698 3. Minifigures: 64. Published: 20195. Buy online: Amazon3. LEGO Paranormal Intercept Bus 3000
LEGO 70423-1 Paranormal Intercept Bus 3000 - This piece was released in 2019 and features minifigures that many LEGO fans can't get enough of like the dog, Professor J.B, Parker L. Jackson, Jack Davids and Nana. The construction of this paranormal bus will leave you so excited as there are 689 pieces and 5 minifigures. If you want
something that screams of paranormal, look no further. It is intended for those over seven years. It comes with a command center, portable toilet, rooftop scanners, and even guns that can be used to hunt for ghosts. You can download the app to take the game to the digital realm. You will be left happy. Main drag: 1. Set number: 704232.
Pieces: 6893. Minifigures: 54. Published: 20195. Buy online: Amazon4. LEGO Shrimp Hut AttackLEGO 70422-1 ShrimpHack Attack - This scream of thrilling action-packed adventures. You will have access to 579 pieces and 5 minifigures, which are dog, car, Sally, Ronny, Jack Davids and Chef Enzo. You can play with these minifigures
in this spooky adventure on the beach. You can use crabs and fish to create a realistic creepy attack in the kitchen. It is the perfect birthday or Christmas present for someone who is at least eight years old. It won't be a bad idea to download the Hidden Side app. After having the model scanned, watch your model come to life. Main drag:
1. Set number: 704222. Pieces: 5793. Minifigures: 5 4. Published: 20195. Buy online: Amazon5. LEGO El Fuegos Stunt TruckLEGO 70421-1 El Fuegos - This is one of the hidden pages LEGO set that was released in 2019. It comes with 428 pieces and 4 minifigures of a dog, truck, motorcycle, Joey and Jack Davids. It is intended for
those who are at least eight years old. As mentioned, the four minifigures in this set are: El Fuego, stuntman, Jack Davids, hero, Spencer, ghost dog figure andDwayne, the male biker. It's a great building experience as players can play role-playing games with the AR app and monster truck play-offs. Main drag: 1. Set number: 704212.



Pieces: 4283. Minifigures: 4 4. Published: 20195. Buy online: Amazon6. LEGO Newbury Metro Station LEGO 70430-1 Newbury Metro Station - This is a set that promises to be filled with adventure and action activities, especially when you download your app and scan the model. It is expected to scream of spookiness as there will be a
bat, lamppost, spider, skateboard when it comes out in 2020. It will also have 348 pieces. You can recreate a subway station with the necessary pieces and minifigures when this set is finally released. Main drag: 1. Set number: 704302. Pieces: 3483. Minifigures: 34. Published: 20205. Buy online: Amazon7. LEGO Cemetery Mystery
LEGO 70420-1 Cemetery Mystery - Want to get involved in an eerie adventure with skeletons, dogs and cemetery? You are lucky as this set may be the one for you. It was released in 2019, and since then the fans have only good things to say about. It comes with four minifigures and 335 pieces, as well as bylaws. It's great for those who
are over six years old and can act as the perfect birthday present for that child, or even a Christmas present too. It will not be a bad idea to enjoy the building experience of creating the haunted cemetery toy of your dreams. It also comes with an augmented reality toy that is great for kids. Main drag: 1. Set number: 704202. Pieces: 3353.
Minifigures: 44. Published: 20195. Buy online: Amazon8. LEGO Wrecked Shrimp Boat LEGO 70419-1 Wrecked Shrimp Boat - Now those who are at least seven years old can get involved in the fun experience of catching ghosts using this LEGO Hidden Side set. With this set you will see the perfect building experience as the player
builds the blocks. It also has the option of a game app which allows kids to enjoy the interactive world of this set in the digital world. All you have to do is download its app, have the model scanned with your mobile device and you are good to go. It was released in 2019 and is made to be creepy, with things like an island, crocodile, dog,
boat and so on. It has 310 pieces and 4 minifigures. Main drag: 1. Set number: 704192. Pieces: 3103. Minifigures: 44. Published: 20195. Buy online: Amazon9. LEGO El Fuego's Stunt Airplane LEGO 70429-1 El Fuego stunt plane - When it comes to stunts, El Fuego is the name that comes to mind. He is one of the greatest stunts of men
in the universe. Imagine having him pull off some crazy stunts with your El Fuego's Stunt Airplane. It is To be released in 2020 and will be action-packed and filled with spooky adventures. You'll have access to a plane, a twin plane, a glider and skeletons in this LEGO set of 295 main features: 1. Set number: 704292. Pieces: 2953.
Minifigures: 34. Published: 20205. Buy online: Amazon10. LEGO J.B.'s Ghost LabGO 70418-1 J.B.'s Ghost Lab - When the word ghost comes to mind, many of us who spent our childhood watching 'ghostbusters' will have their minds on their way to that side. Imagine having a Hidden Side LEGO set that allows you to run your own Ghost
Lab, isn't that great? The ghost lab incorporates spookiness and science into one set, allowing those who are at least seven years old to have fun. It has 174 pieces and 3 minifigures. When you first see this set, your mind will move towards the mad scientist-inspired laboratory. This piece comes with a 'Tesla-powered' chamber that allows
builders to easily extract ghosts. The building and play experience will be exciting. You can easily scan this playset with your phone that has the app, and in no time, this piece comes to life. It will be easy to take your playing time to the digital realm with this. Main drag: 1. Set number: 704182. Pieces: 1743. Minifigures: 3 4. Published:
20195. Buy online: Amazon11. LEGO Jack's Beach BuggyLEGO 70428-1 Jack's Beach Buggy - We all love the beach. Imagine if you could recreate a dish in your home with these pieces. It is expected to come out in 2020 and it will have 170 pieces. You could have creepy fun on your beach and save the world. Who says you can't be
the James Bond of your time? Main drag: 1. Set number: 704282. Pieces: 1703. Minifigures: 34. Published: 20205. Buy online: Amazon12. LEGO Newbury Juice BarLEGO 40336-1 Newbury Juice Bar - Who Doesn't Like Juice? Almost all people love juice, and this can be seen in the millions of liters of juice that people eat in the United
States alone annually. There's a good chance you have a juice bar right in your home. For a fan of LEGO, you can easily recreate the lovely juice bar by getting the Newbury Juice Bar. This LEGO Hidden Side Set will take the form of a restaurant, but with an eerie variety. It was released in 2019 and comes with 127 pieces and 2
minifigures. You could drive and run a juice bar from as young as ten years. It is designed for those who are at least ten years old. It has dimensions of 15.6 x 14 x 6 cm, and weighs 0.16 kg or 0.35 lb. The minifigures are Rocky and Parker running their creepy Juice Bar. Main functions: 1. Set number: 403362. Pieces: 1273. Minifigures: 2
4. Published: 20195. Buy online: Amazon13. LEGO Chef Enzos Haunted Hot dogsLEGO 30463-1 Chef Enzo's Haunted Hot dogs - There's a great chance you'll love hot dogs and LEGO, too. Imagine having your life food in the form of a LEGO Hidden Page. This is set to be released in 2020, and a lot of fans can wait to get it, as many
have pre-ordered. Chef Enzo's Haunted can compete your real hot dogs and we are sure it would win hands down. You want to bet? Main drag: 1. Set number: 304632. Pieces: -3. Minifigures: -4. Published: 20205. Buy online: -14. LEGO El Fuegos Stunt Gun LEGO 30464-1 El Fuego's Stunt Cannon - We love all guns. Who wouldn't love
the things that shoot balls into the sky? With this Hidden Side LEGO, it becomes an eerie adventure throughout, as you can have the adventurous time in your life. It is expected to be action-packed and will be released in 2020. You'll see a lot of skeletons in the closet. Are you ready to be scared? See El Fuego as he tackles his stunt
cannon. Main drag: 1. Set number: 304642. Pieces: -3. Minifigures: -4. Published: 20205. Buy online: -LEGO 70427-1 Portal - When you hear the name, the portal, there's a high chance that your mind will swing toward a SciFi movie where a portal is present to take someone to another world. It's the connection between different timelines
and worlds. What if we told you it's the same in this set? You could have a creepy adventure and create your own portal, right in your backyard. It's creepy and expected to be out in 2020. Main drag: 1. Set number: 704272. Pieces: -3. Minifigures: 44. Published: 20205. Buy online: -16. LEGO Dark Lighthouse LEGO 70431-1 Dark
Lighthouse - When we enter 2020, you may wonder which action kit set to acquire. If it's you, it won't be a bad idea to try out the Lighthouse of Darkness. It promises to refuel your creepy engine as it will have an island, cave, skeletons, lighthouse, jet ski, as well as underground. You'll be thrilled when you're building it. Imagine the pun,
'Lighthouse of Darkness'. Main drag: 1. Set number: 704312. Pieces: -3. Minifigures: 54. Published: 20205. Buy online: - LEGO 70432-1 Ghost Fair - What happens at a trade show? There are usually things you can play with, and if you're lucky, you can stumble upon a circus. You can play different games at the fair and it's a great chance
that you love it. In this Ghost fair, you could access balloons, slammer, marketplace, and so on. It is expected to come out in 2020. Main drag: 1. Set number: 704322. Pieces: -3. Minifigures: 54. Published: 20205. Buy online: -So far, the LEGO community is clueless about what it will be, but we expected that when it is released in 2020
that it will fall under LEGO hidden page sets. Knowing how good the company is, we're sure it will be action-packed and fun to play. Main drag: 1. Set number: 704332. Pieces: -3. Minifigures: -4. Published: 20205. Buying online: -Like its counterpart above, the company has been secretive about what it is. We expect it will have the hidden
side theme, and filled with excitement of action and adventure. When it comes out in 2020, it's a gift that we'd love to unpack. Wouldn't you do that? Main draw: 1. Set number: 70434-12. Pieces: -3. Minifigures: -4. Released: Buy online: -This will scream of spookiness and we are sure of it. For now, no one in society can tell what exactly it
will be about, and we don't have a picture of it. The company seems to be keeping this under wraps too, releasing it in 2020. Main draw: 1. Set number: 70435-12. Pieces: -3. Minifigures: -4. Published: 20205. Buy online: -The only sure thing we can say about this set is that it will be creepy and fall under the action-packed adventure part.
It is expected to be released in 2020. Keep your fingers crossed as they try to blow our minds. We guarantee that your mind will be blown as when you packed the other LEGO sets that you must have purchased. Main drag: 1. Set number: 704362. Pieces: -3. Minifigures: -4. Published: 20205. Buy online: -LEGO 791901-1 Jack - If you're
someone who's a loyal fan of LEGO, there's a great chance that you may have stumbled upon different sets that have character, 'Jack Davids' in it. Usually, Jack is one of the many minifigures in other sets produced in this hidden side theme, but this set is dedicated to exclusively action hero, Jack. If you're a fan of Jack, it won't be a bad
idea to get it. You could have excess fun with him and it was released in September 2019, although it is a limited edition. For now, finding it may not be easy. Main features: 1. Set number: 7919012. Pieces: -3. Minifigures: 14. Published: 20195. Buy online: -23. LEGO Possessed Pizza Delivery Man LEGO 791902-1 Possessed Pizza
Delivery Man - Fortunately for us this has already been released this year and we can give you details of what to expect. When you start the construction process, expect it to be action-packed. A lot of fans wanted this set, but it came out as a limited edition as a subtheme magazine gift. Only very few fans had the opportunity to grab this
and use it. Like the name states, you will be involved in building an occupied Pizza Delivery Man. Imagine if you ordered a pizza now and the delivery man was obsessed, won't it be exciting? Main features: 1. Set number: 7919022. Pieces: -3. Minifigures: 14. Published: 20195. Buy online: -Enjoyed your trip discover awesome pieces you
can be missing from your all-important collection? Let us know what we have missed or awesome items you'd like us to cover in the future. Also check out our amazing store and stock up on some unique pieces to wow your friends. 's friends.
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